“I was looking for a lock solution that had key access to fit the needs of my students and also provided a way for them to learn how to use a combination… I like them (Master Lock 1636MKADA ADA-Compliant Locks) a lot because they fit the students’ needs well. They work nicely. They are easy for students to learn and now my students’ lockers look the same as every other student in the school.”

David Dore
Homewood-Flossmoor High School
Flossmoor, Illinois

“The Simple Combos™ Locks by Master Lock (Model 1525EZRC) have been a great locker room solution for our middle school students that struggle to remember their hallway combination, let alone an additional complex combo for PE. Our 6th through 8th grade students rarely have to ask the teachers for their locker combinations. I highly recommend this product.”

Andrew Otto
St. Anne School
Laguna Niguel, California

“Regarding Master Lock Simple Combos™ Locks (Model 1525EZRC), they make it easier for the high school students to remember the combinations. We use them for grades 9-11 in PE classes and they are easier for me to teach the students how to use. I like them for their convenience.”

Pam Tedesco
Bonita High School
La Verne, California